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Starting from well-known absolute instruments for perfect imaging, we introduce a type of 
rotational-symmetrical compact closed manifolds, namely geodesic lenses. We 
demonstrate that light rays confined on geodesic lenses are closed trajectories. While for 
optical waves, the spectrum of geodesic lens is (at least approximately) degenerate and 
equidistant with numerical methods. Based on this property, we show a periodical 
evolution of optical waves and quantum waves on geodesic lenses. Moreover, we fabricate 
two geodesic lenses in sub-micrometer scale, where curved light rays are observed with 
high accurate precision. Our results may offer a new platform to investigate light 
propagation on curved surfaces. 
 
 
Absolute instruments (AIs) in optics means devices that brings stigmatically an infinite 
number of light rays from a source to its image, which can perform perfect imaging in the 
perspective of geometrical optics1, 2. Two well-known examples of AIs are a plane mirror and 
Maxwell’s fisheye lens (with gradient refractive index profile, see in Fig. 1(a)). Actually, there 
are a lot of AIs, such as Eaton lens, Luneburg lens, invisible lens and so on3. Recently, one of 
the authors proposed a general method to design AIs with the help of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation4, which has flourished the family of AIs. No matter how perfectly stigmatic the 
geometrical-optics image might be, in the wave-optics regime the resolution is always 
limited by diffraction. Owing to this limitation, “perfect imaging” in the perspective of 
geometrical optics and wave optics is quite different3. As far as we know, the only AI in both 
perspectives is Pendry’s slab5. However, the frequency spectrum of other AIs has been 
investigated by numerical method6, 7 and the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) 
approximation8, 9. It is found that their spectrum is (at least approximately) degenerate and 
equidistant, which contribute to periodical evolution of waves in AIs 6, 8. 
     With a conformal coordinate transformation, AIs with cylindrical-symmetry refractive 
index profiles in two dimensional (2D) space can be connected to curved surfaces with 
rotational-symmetry embedding in three dimensional (3D) space in the perspective of 
geometrical optics10, 11. Such surfaces are usually called geodesic lenses (GLs) corresponding 
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to the AIs. For the compact GLs, all light rays follow closed trajectories, which correspond to 
the perfect imaging of AIs12. However, for wave optics it has not been clear so far whether 
the spectrum of GLs shares the properties of spectra of AIs, namely whether it is (at least 
approximately) degenerate and equidistant or not. 
     In this paper, we firstly introduce GLs and confirm that the spectrum of compact GLs 
are (at least approximately) degenerate and equidistant with numerical method. After that, 
we show a periodical evolution of optical waves on GLs based on this property. Then we 
make an analogy of quantum waves and demonstrate the periodical evolution on GLs. Finally, 
we fabricate two GLs in sub-micrometer scale, where closed curved light trajectories are 
observed with high precision.  
 
Geodesic lenses constructed from Absolute instruments 
AIs with cylindrical-symmetry refractive index profile denoted by ( )n r  has been widely 
studied3, 11, 12. We present a Maxwell’s fish-eye lens13, a generalized Maxwell’s fish-eye lens3 
with M=5, an extended invisible lens14 and an inverse invisible lens12 with contour plots in Fig. 
1(a-d), respectively. Note that an invisible lens is a finite device while an extended or inverse 
one is infinite. The center of each lens is marked with S. The position vector is denoted with r. 
Point sources at position A have either a perfect image at position B (see in Fig. 1(a)and (b)) 
or have a self-image at position A (see in Figs. 1(c)and (d)). By using Hamilton’s equation of 
optics, we can find all the trajectories in AIs as shown in red and green closed curves15. There 
is a conformal coordinate transformation between AIs and GLs11, written as  
( ) ,d ( )dn r r h n r r        (1) 
where   is radial coordinate, and h  is the length measured along the meridian from 
North pole of the GLs. Equation (1) enables to construct a GL from a given index profile of an 
AI. We have constructed four such GLs that correspond to the above AI index profiles and are 
shown in Fig. 1(e-h): the sphere, the spindle12 (we use this name according to its shape), 
Tannery’s pear16 and truncated Tannery’s pear17, respectively. The list of these Gls along with 
the corresponding AIs is given in Table 1. 
 
 Figure 1 | AIs (upper row) and corresponding GLs (lower row) with rotational symmetry. In 
AIs, the center of each lens is marked with S. The position vector is denoted with r. The angle 
parameter   is omitted for simplification because of rotational symmetry of AIs and GLs. 
Contour plots show refractive index profile of ( )n r . The presented AIs are Maxwell’s 
fish-eye lens (a), generalized Maxwell’s fish-eye with M=5 (b), extended invisible lens (c) and 
inverse invisible lens (d), respectively. The corresponding geodesic lenses are sphere (a), 
spindle with M=5 (b), Tannery’s pear (c) and truncated Tannery’s pear (d). On GLs, the axis of 
rotational symmetry is denoted by a dashed line, which connects North (N) pole and South (S) 
pole.   is the radial coordinate, and ( )h   is the length measured along the meridian 
from N pole on the geodesic surface. Light rays starting from point A form closed trajectories 
shown in different colors. S poles are mapped from the centers S of AIs, while N poles 
correspond to the infinities of AIs. Dashed black circles of AIs are places with refractive index 
of unity at radius of 0r , which are equivalent to those of GLs.  
 
 
Light rays and waves on Geodesic lenses 
An important thing is that the local refractive index profile on GLs is constant (and equal to 
unity), which is quite different from that of AIs. Light trajectories on GLs can be simply 
obtained by Eq. (1) from those in the corresponding AIs. Since we know the shape of GLs, we 
can also find their geodesics by solving the geodesic equations, namely,  
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where   is parameter of geodesics,   is the Christoffel symbols of coordinate system 
{ ; 1,2}x   . Those geodesics are shortest paths in GLs, which correspond to light 
trajectories. Because of rotational-symmetrical ( )h  of GLs, we find that the Christoffel 
symbols are written as, 
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where we are using the coordinates { , }h   for { ; 1,2}x   . All the geodesic equations in Eq. 
(2) are, 
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By solving Eq. (4) with ( )h  and given initial conditions, we can find their geodesics shown in 
Figs. 1(e-h) with red and green closed curves. 
 
Since the transformation of Eq. (1) is conformal, it preserves the angle of two light 
trajectories in AIs to that of their images on GLs12, which might find application in conformal 
transformation optics. 
 
 
Figure 2 | Waves at eigen-frequencies in GLs. Real part of wave functions: (a) 52  on 
sphere, (b) 50  on spindle, (c) 52  on Tannery’s pear, (d) 52  on truncated Tannery’s 
pear. 
 
 
The frequency spectra of AIs have a distinctive feature: they are, at least approximately, 
degenerate and equidistant. This has been shown by solving the Helmholtz equation by 
numerical methods6 as well as using the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation4, 8.  
For GLs, Helmholtz equation in curved 2D surfaces is written as, 
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where   is wave function,   is eigen-frequency and 2  is Laplacian on curved surface. 
Because of rotational symmetry of GLs, we can make an ansatz of wave function, namely, 
 , ( ) imh R h e    , (6) 
where m N  is angular periodic number and R  is function depended on h . Substituting 
Eq. (6) to Eq. (5), we get  
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We can solve eigen-problem of Eq. (7) numerically. We find that   is (at least 
approximately) degenerate with m . The solutions of Eq. (7) with appropriate boundary 
conditions can be numbered by a non-negative integer N , which represents the number of 
nodes of the function ( )R h . Therefore, we can denote wave function and its 
eigen-frequency with Nm  and Nm , respectively. These results are summarized in Table 1. 
Moreover, Nm can be written as, 
Nm Nma s b    ,  (8) 
where a , b  are constants and Nms  is an integer for all modes Nm . It implies that the 
spectrum of GLs is (at least approximately) degenerate and equidistant. We plot some typical 
wave functions on each GLs, as shown in Fig. 2.    
 
  
Table 1 Description of four AIs and corresponding GLs with spectrum. 
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Periodic evolution of optical waves and quantum waves in GLs 
Eq. (8) presents a very natural condition. Only if the spectrum has this form, then there exists 
a period T after which the wave will be the same as at the beginning, up to a possible 
phase factor. Indeed, expressing a general wave as a superposition of the eigenmodes as 
Nm Nm
Nm
c   and employing the mode time evolution ( ) (0) Nmi tNm Nmt e    , we find 
with the help of Eq. (8) that: 
2 /( ) (0)ib aNm NmT e
  ,  (9) 
when 2 /T a . This way, for an optical wave in GLs, the pulse motion is periodic. This 
corresponds well to what is known about optical AIs - a pulse emitted from one point will 
come back to that point after some time, and then it will start spreading again off from that 
point3, 8. Therefore, GLs and their corresponding AIs have similar property of periodic 
evolution of optical waves. We use a point source to show the periodic evolution of light 
wave in sphere and truncated Tannery’s pear with animations in Supplementary Information 
I. The initial states of animations of sphere and truncated Tannery’s pear are shown in Fig. 
3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. 
 
Analogy with quantum mechanics 
There is an interesting similarity of the Helmholtz equation (5) and stationary Schrödinger 
equation for a free (potential-less) quantum particle on the same geodesic lens. Indeed, the 
latter equation reads :  
21
2
E    , (10) 
where we have used the units where 1m  . If we also set c=1 and relate the optical 
frequency to the particle energy by 2 / 2E  , the two equations become identical. They 
therefore have the same solutions, i.e., the same set of eigenmodes. Moreover, it is not hard 
to show that for all the four geodesic lenses we have discussed, the corresponding quantum 
frequencies (equal to E in our units) obey the rule (8) as well. Therefore the state of the 
quantum particle moving on the geodesic lenses will be recovered after a certain time as 
well, as can be seen in Supplementary Information II. However, since the quantum 
frequencies are proportional to the optical frequencies squared, there will be much more 
dispersion in the quantum case and quantum waves will change dramatically with time. 
  
Figure 3 | The initial states of animations of sphere and truncated Tannery’s pear for 
optical waves in sphere (a) and truncated Tannery’s pear lens (b), for quantum waves in 
sphere (c) and truncated Tannery’s pear lens (d).  
 
 
Experimental fabrication of two geodesic lenses 
To verify the closed trajectories in geodesic lenses, we performed two experiments involving light 
beams propagating on a curved surface in 3D space. One geodesic lens is a spindle corresponding 
to a generalized Maxwell’s fisheye lens with M=5. The other is a sphere corresponding to a 
Maxwell’s fisheye lens. The experiment is achieved based on polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) 
waveguide which is fabricated through the self-assembling of polymer solutions on solid 
substrates 18, 19 .  
Our geodesic lens is a 2D waveguide with PMMA polymer layer spin-coated on the surface on 
a metallic needle in spindle shape. The PMMA polymer layer has a uniform thickness of about 
two micrometers and is doped with Eu3+ ions to emit fluorescent light at 615 nm when 
illuminated with a laser beam with 460 nm wavelength. The optical measurement is based on 
waveguide excitation and fluorescent imaging techniques shown in figure 4(a) 20. In the process, 
the beam is coupled through grating from top of the sample as shown in Fig. 4(a) and propagates 
in the waveguide. The fluorescent light goes through a color filter and finally is collected by a 
CCD camera. Figure 4(b) displays the structure of the waveguide in details. We can take it as a 
bulk material with a refractive index around 1.52 on the surface. We use spin-coating method to 
deposit the PMMA polymer layer on the surface of metallic needle shape. The details of the 
sample fabrication can be found in Supplementary Information III. Figure 4(c) and 4(d) show 
the scanning electron microscope image of the metallic needle shape with different scales 
before spin-coating. Based on these figures, we can accurately obtain the parameters of the 
metallic needle shape. In Fig. 4(c), the height of the part of spindle which we observed under 
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is 644 μm, and its diameter ranges from 169 μm to 346 
μm. The coupling grating, i.e., the cross structure shown in Fig. 4(c), was fabricated before the 
spin-coating process. 
 
 
Figure 4 | Experimental set-up and sample description. (a) Schematic of the observation 
and coupling scheme of the light to the geodesic lens. A laser beam is coupled to a 3D curved 
waveguide from the top, and excites the rare earth ions in the waveguide. The emitted 
fluorescent light at 615 nm is then collected by a CCD camera. (b) A 3D curved waveguide 
morphology captured by a CCD camera when illuminated by white light. (c) Scanning 
electron microscope image of the 3D curved surface around the coupling grating (red dash 
box) before spin-coating. The cross structure is corresponding to that displayed in (b) and is 
used to couple laser beam into the waveguide. (d) Scanning electron microscope image of 
the 3D curved surface with larger scale (blue dash box) before spin-coating. Based on this 
figure, one can get the accurate parameters of the 3D curved surface. 
 
 
In Fig. 5(a), we find that a spindle with M=5 in Fig. 1(f) is exact the shape of our metallic needle in 
Fig. 4(d). The edge of our sample is almost part of the outline of the spindle (in blue). A point 
source in spindle has a closed trajectory in red. Fig. 5(b) shows that a laser hitting on the cross 
grating generates a coupling source on a metallic needle shape, which further results in a light 
trajectory on a curved surface by using CCD camera. An enlarged drawing nearby the coupling 
source is shown in Fig. 5(c). The details of experimental measurements can be found in 
Supplementary Information IV. We use the spindle in Fig. 1(a) to fit the measurement of Fig. 
5(b). The observed light trajectory matches the calculated one very well, as shown in Fig. 5(d). 
Based on the results of the shape using SEM and light trajectories using CCD camera, we confirm 
that we have fabricated a part of spindle with M=5 and observed a part of a closed trajectory. 
 
 
Figure 5 | Optical measurements and fitting results of light rays in a spindle with M=5. (a) 
Fitting the shape of micro-structured metallic needle waveguide with a spindle. (b) Optical 
measurements on micro-structured metallic needle waveguide. (c) Fitting the light trajectory 
of micro-structured metallic needle waveguide with a spindle. 
 
 
Similarly, we also fabricate a sphere as shown in Fig. 6(a) under CCD camera. The sphere is 
made of iron and its radius is 1 millimeter. By spin-coating method, a uniform PMMA polymer 
layer is formed surround on the sphere. A handle is attached to the sphere to fix it. A grating 
was etched nearby the handle to couple laser beam into the waveguide, which results in 
closed trajectories on sphere. By turning of the background illumination in Fig. 6(a), a clearer 
picture of closed light trajectory on sphere is shown in Fig. 6(b). We also compare the 
experimental measurement in Fig. 6(b) with the shape of Fig. 1(e), which has demonstrated 
that a sphere has been fabricated and a closed light trajectory is observed. It is noted that 
light rays without closed trajectory on sphere made of BK7 glass had been reported19. 
 
 
Figure 6 | Optical measurements and fitting results of light rays on a sphere. (a) The CCD 
camera picture of micro-structured sphere waveguide. (b) The light trajectory on 
micro-structured sphere waveguide. (c) Fitting the light trajectory with a sphere. 
 
 
To conclude, we have demonstrated that the light trajectories of GLs are closed and the 
spectrum of compact GLs is (at least approximately) degenerate and equidistant with 
numerical methods. With this, we demonstrate a periodical evolution of optical waves and 
quantum waves in GLs. We further fabricate two GLs, namely, a spindle and a sphere in 
sub-micrometer scale. In these two GLs, we observe curved closed light trajectories with 
high accurate precision. Our results may offer a new platform to investigate light propagation 
in curved surfaces21, 22, 23, 24. 
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Supplementary Information for:  
Light rays and waves on geodesic lenses 
I. Animations of the periodic evolution of light waves in sphere (A1) and truncated 
Tannery’s pear (A2) .  
 
II. Animations of the periodic evolution of quantum waves in sphere (A3) and truncated 
Tannery’s pear (A4).  
 
III. Sample fabrication 
A spindle waveguide with uniform thickness was fabricated for our experiment, as depicted in Fig. 
4b in the main text. The sample is a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) resist polymer layer on the 
surface on a metallic spindle. The fabrication process is based on metallic wire fusion technique 
and spin-coating technique. Firstly, a straight silver wire with a diameter of 400 micrometers was 
put on a hydrogen flame (Fig. S1a). Secondly, the ends of the straight silver wire were pulled at a 
specific speed and broken into two parts (Fig. S1b and S1c). Thirdly, the broken end (Fig. 4c and 
4d in the main text) of the silver wire was coated with PMMA layer, and the rare earth ions Eu3+ 
was added to the PMMA resist to facilitate fluorescence imaging that would reveal the 
propagation dynamics of light beams. Finally, a three dimensional metallic waveguide, namely, a 
polymer layer on the surface of the broken end of the silver wire was obtained (Fig. 4d in the 
main text). In the experiment, the shape of the metallic spindle could be changed by controlling 
the speed of pulling the ends of the straight metallic wire, the materials of the metallic wire and 
the distance of the silver wire and the hydrogen flame. The polymer layer thickness and 
uniformity can be varied by changing the solubility of the PMMA solution, the evaporation rate of 
the oven and the pulling rate, immersion rate, and cycling time of the spin-coating. By changing 
these parameters, a spindle waveguide of the desired shape was fabricated. The thickness of the 
waveguide is large enough such that we effectively behaves as a bulk material with a refractive 
index around 1.52. A sketch of the waveguide is shown in Figure S2. 
  
Figure S1. Sample fabrication process. (a) The position of straight silver wire, movement 
console(MC) and hydrogen flame. A straight silver wire was fixed on MC1 and MC2, and then was 
put on a hydrogen flame at a proper position. (b) Metallic wire fusion process. The ends of the 
straight silver wire were pulled at speeds ( 1 2 and v v ), and the silver wire gradually became 
tapered. (c) Two obtained metallic cones. The silver wire was broken into two metallic cones at 
some point. 
 
 
 Figure S2. (a) Sketch of a metallic waveguide. (b) Cross section of the metallic waveguide. 
 
 
IV. Experimental measurements 
As mentioned in the above Sample fabrication section, a metallic waveguide was generated along 
the metallic curved surface by means of spin-coating technology. We then use the experimental 
setup (Fig. 4a in the main text) to measure the light propagation in the metallic waveguide. A 
laser beam with at a wavelength of 460nm was coupled to the waveguide by a grating with a 
period of 310 nm, which was fabricated on the metallic curved surface with focused ion beam 
(FEI Strata FIB 201, 30 keV, 11 pA) before the spin coating process. To better illustrate the 
coupling process, we make a sketch of the grating (Figure S3 (a)). It (in the yellow boxes) is 
corresponding to the red dash box in Figure S3 (b), which is an SEM of the curved surface. 
After spin-coating process, a thick enough PMMA polymer layer was deposited on the surface. 
The blue laser beam is perpendicularly incident on the grating, and converted to the PMMA 
waveguide. Figure S3 (c) shows the grating coupling process and the optical measurement of the 
metallic waveguide.  
 
 Figure S3. (a) Sketch of the coupling grating (yellow boxes). (b) SEM of the metallic curved 
surface and the coupling grating (in red dash box) before spin-coating process. (c) The grating 
coupling process and optical measurement of the sample. The yellow boxes in (a) show the 
coupling grating, the graded blue spot represents the exciting beam, and the blue arrows 
show the direction of the laser beam propagating in the waveguide. The coupling gratings in 
(a) is corresponding to the red dash box in (b), which is fabricated before spin-coating 
process. The red dash box region in (b) is corresponding to the grating in (c), which is 
indicated by the red arrows. 
 
 
 
